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Point of sale...



• We work to be good customers 
• We work with each other 
• Scripted 

– Need to share script with staff 
• Where things are is important 
• Topicalises theft 

– Don’t steel a plastic bag! 
• Moral 
• Normal troubles

Contactless is a fast, easy and secure way to pay 
by card for purchases costing up to £20, without 
having to enter a PIN. This technology is becoming 
increasingly common, with 35.9 million contactless 
cards in circulation in the UK, used to make 8.5 
million contactless transactions each month. 



“Payless payment?”

• How could we arrange it that you don’t 
need to queue up? 

• Could we do away with the payment 
process? 

• Moving beyond fraud and security?
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http://www.lrb.co.uk/v35/n13/john-lanchester/are-we-having-fun-yet

Unclear notion of financial state 
Unclear notion of charges and payments 
Unclear notion of debts and credits 
Barriers to effective financial information 
Barriers to financial management

http://www.lrb.co.uk/v35/n13/john-lanchester/are-we-having-fun-yet

LIBOR 
London Whale 
Insurance mis-selling 
HSBC Money laundering 
Credit card late penalty fees 
HSBC Tax Avoidance 

Financial crisis of 2007-2008
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USA payments provision

• Credits and debit cards 
– Visa and Mastercard duopoly 
– Using credit cards are free to the customer 

(as mandated by Visa/Mcard) 

– BUT charged to the retailer (2-3%) 
– Debit payments (~0.05%)

Few companies have faced more 
antitrust lawsuits both in the US 
and abroad

WyWallet

• Collapse of payments by SMS for 
transport and charity 

• Requirements for registration

Before the new system was 
launched, it was about 30,000 
SMS tickets per day that were 
sold. But last January, the day 
before the new system was 
introduced, it was only around 
10, 000 people who signed up 
to buy their public transport 
tickets via mobile. In just one 
month lost SL 19 million kronor.




Square

• Square Stand 
• Square Market 
• Square Wallet 
• Square Cash
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Why have an online currency?

• Tax avoidance 
– Speculation 

• Drugs trafficking 
– Commerce



• Atlantis market - scam ($1 million) 
• Silk Road - busted 

– 420 scam (~$1 million) 
• Sheep market - scam ($40 million) 
• Black market reloaded (hacked) 
• Silk road 2.0 (busted)

• Misuse of pharmaceutical drugs 
outstrips street drugs 

• eBay or Amazon marketplace? 

• Peer to peer drug trafficking
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‘The%drivers%are%scared%of%the%customers%but%also%the%
customers%are%scared%of%the%drivers.’%(London&mini&cab&

driver)&
—%

‘Uber%drivers%are%like%me’%(SF&passenger)%
—%

‘We’re%talking%about%tax%evasion.%That’s%what%you’re%
talking%about.’%(London&black&cab&driver)&

—%

‘They%don't%spend%the%gas,%they%don't%spend%the%
maintenance%for%the%car,%they%don't%do%nothing.%How%do%
you%think%they’re%worth%$15%billion?%Do%you%think%they%
make%it%from%the%customer?%No…they%make%it%from%the%

drivers.’%(SF&Uber&driver)&

The&vast&majority&of&them&are&not&nice&people.&They're&
grumpy&and&it's&like,&why&on&earth&would&I&want&to&ride&

with&you.&(SF&Uber&passenger)&&

Yeah.&That&thing&now,&it&makes&me&lazy...I’ve&got&to&be&
honest.&Within&that&machine,&you’ve&probably&got&most&of&

The&Knowledge&in&it.&(London&Black&Cab&Driver)&&

• Payless payment 
– Tax avoidance & trust 

• Technological despatch 
• Ratings 

• Emotional labour 

• Uber drivers earn average of 
$19.19 per hour in the US, 
vs. $12.90 for taxi drivers - 
20% more 

• Two tier market?



Disruptive Apps
• New technological platforms and peer-to-peer 

marketplaces are disrupting established industries
• Apps like Uber and Airbnb challenge existing 

practices in transportation and hospitality sectors

Winners & Losers 
• The sharing economy can help optimise the use of 

available resources and provide new opportunities 
to access work and labour

• Yet, these ‘sharing services’ evade and ignore 
regulations intended to protect health, safety and 
labour rights
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